Abstractive dissociation of oxygen over Al(111): a nonadiabatic quantum model.
The dissociation of oxygen on a clean aluminum surface is studied theoretically. A nonadiabatic quantum dynamical model is used, based on four electronically distinct potential energy surfaces characterized by the extent of charge transfer from the metal to the adsorbate. A flat surface approximation is used to reduce the computation complexity. The conservation of the helicopter angular momentum allows Boltzmann averaging of the outcome of the propagation of a three degrees of freedom wave function. The dissociation event is simulated by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for a period of 30 femtoseconds. As a function of incident kinetic energy, the dissociation yield follows the experimental trend. An attempt at simulation employing only the lowest adiabatic surface failed, qualitatively disagreeing with both experiment and nonadiabatic calculations. The final products, adsorptive dissociation and abstractive dissociation, are obtained by carrying out a semiclassical molecular dynamics simulation with surface hopping which describes the back charge transfer from an oxygen atom negative ion to the surface. The final adsorbed oxygen pair distribution compares well with experiment. By running the dynamical events backward in time, a correlation is established between the products and the initial conditions which lead to their production. Qualitative agreement is thus obtained with recent experiments that show suppression of abstraction by rotational excitation.